WE ARE HIRING!

Events and Community Manager

Apply now!

Where students meet entrepreneurship
As Events and Community Manager for PLNT Students The Hague, you organise and coordinate events and maintain and foster a close-knit community. Together with the Programme and Education board member, you organise activities. You are responsible for planning, developing and producing PLNT Students The Hague events, while your colleague makes sure the content and overall programme strategy are in-line with the mission and vision of the association. These events play an important role in activating, building, expanding and connecting the unique PLNT Students The Hague community.

Your role is to connect students, entrepreneurs, partners, PLNT employees, industry experts, and various stakeholders through events.

You also maintain connections with the community members and ensure that events meet the needs and wishes of the team and wider community.

We expect you to

- Be interested in learning more about entrepreneurship and innovation;
- Be part of creating a community to support new entrepreneurial talent;
- Be a true organiser, with the ability to bring people together; you are a people manager with a creative mindset;
- Be a social butterfly; someone who is able to connect with people and build a strong community;
- Speak and write English fluently;
- Be available part-time for a year (June 2022-2023) for 8-12 hours per week (maximum);
- You do not have to be physically available in the Hague during the summer vacation, but we do request you to be available to work and collaborate online to plan for the upcoming year;
- Be at least in your second semester of your first year of study at a University or University of Applied Sciences in the Hague.
This is what you gain

As Events and Community Manager, you are part of our team and the PLNT Community. You and your colleagues, as the first PLNT Students board, will give direction to this entrepreneurship association for students. You have the opportunity to work on your personal goals and skills. You increase the chance of starting your own startup at PLNT (or join one!). Talent will be recognized and rewarded!

You get your own workspace in The Hague.

At PLNT you get to know the entrepreneurial world, expand your network.

What we offer

- The opportunity to create a legacy for the future as the first PLNT Students Board in The Hague;
- Personal training & coaching sessions from experts;
- Opportunity to gain in-depth knowledge of the Dutch startup ecosystem;
- Access to an unique and big network in The Hague;
- A financial compensation.

Are you interested? Send us an email with a short motivation and your resume.
The mission of PLNT Students is to become the student entrepreneurs association of The Hague. As the board, you are the face of PLNT Students. With your enthusiasm, drive and ambition you get other students moving. Your goal is to engage, promote and activate students that are interested in entrepreneurship, focusing on students of Campus The Hague - Leiden University. These students can further develop their entrepreneurial skills within PLNT Students through various programs. PLNT Students organizes trainings, facilitates (work)spaces and offers help to build a new, large network. This way, PLNT students members can become entrepreneurs themselves.

PLNT encourages startups to emerge and makes them grow. We stimulate, facilitate and support talent to become innovative entrepreneurs. We bring together the worlds of innovation and entrepreneurship, literally as well as figuratively. We strive towards innovation and independence. Both are prompted by an intrinsic desire to make a difference in tomorrow's world. At PLNT, they come together, because when worlds meet, growth follows.

“PLNT Students combines fun with innovation and possibilities in every encounter.”

About PLNT Students
Any questions?

Should you have any questions or remarks? Please don’t hesitate to contact us!